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Supercharge your products and listings by optimizing them for

search engines. Focus on these five important places and land higher
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Marketing starts even before you publish your product with SEO or Search Engine Optimization.  You can
dramatically increase your SEO so you're found higher up in search results on Google, Bing, Yahoo and other
search engines like Etsy, Pinterest, and Youtube, by adding keywords to these 5 "key" places on every product! 

WHAT IS SEO?

HOW DO I  FIND KEYWORDS?
Start by doing some keyword research...one easy way is to type in the keyword in Google then scroll to the
bottom of the results page and see what phrases people are searching around that keyword. TubeBuddy
(described in the VIP Automation Tools Printable) is also a great place to do keyword research. Use those
keywords and phrases as you create your product listing using them strategically in the 5 key places
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https://www.tubebuddy.com/SoFontsy
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Meta Description / Search Engine Preview: Similar to the description, but can be slightly more
salesy and if possible work in a few different keywords and try to keep the meta description to under
160 characters so it fully displays in search results. Like the title, the first 5 words are the most
important.

Example: Funny commercial free camping SVG. If you live the camping life, here's the perfect
camping bucket svg! Use it on a shirt or camping mugs for yourself or in your shop. Cricut designs,
Cameo SVGs

Title & URL: The first 5 words of the title are the most important. The title of your product also
usually determines the URL so be sure to use the exact keyword (in order) towards the beginning
of your product's title. 

Example: "Funny Camping SVG: Camping Is In-Tense"
URL: www.yoursite.com/product/funny-camping-svg

Description: Use 3-4 keywords naturally in the description of your product. The product description
is also a great place to put secondary keywords 

Example: This funny camping SVG will up your camping game. The commercial free svg, is perfect to
make a custom t shirt or use as a camping bucket svg. Cut file includes the PNG/DXF and svg file
for Cricut, Silhouette, Scan N Cut and other die cutters! Grab it as a stand alone design or save even
more when you get it as part of this set of 3 camping SVG bundle.

Product Tags: Most ecommerce platforms, including Etsy, will not only allow you - but encourage
you - to add tags to your products. Use all available tags if you can, but make sure the tags you use
are relevant. It's also a good idea to limit the number of single-word keywords.

Example: Camping bundle, Camping svg file for cricut, Camping SVG, Camping SVG Bundle, Free
Camping buckets SVG, SVG camping, free camping svg, funny camping svg, camping rules svg,
camping life svg free, camping svg bundle, (add a handful of generic highly searched keywords as
well)

Photo File Names: Retitle any and all photos uploaded to the product with keywords. This will help
your photos display in search engine image search results. Use hyphens or underscores to separate
words. Using multiple photos in a gallery gives you more chances to be found in a search.

Example: Funny_Camping_SVG.jpeg, Funny-Camping-Cut-File.jpeg
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Meta Description/ Search Engine Preview
Pulls product title & description automatically

Product Tags
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